Phonak is introducing Audéo™ B-Direct, a new extension of the successful RIC hearing aid family for mild to severe hearing loss. Powered by the Phonak Belong™ technology, Phonak Audéo B-Direct broadens the scope of the Phonak portfolio with a targeted solution for people seeking direct connectivity. Aimed at simplifying the lives of even more consumers, Audéo B-Direct is the first entry into the direct connectivity segment with universal compatibility. The new hearing aids easily connect to any cell phone* as well as TV.

* with Bluetooth® 4.2 wireless technology and most older Bluetooth phones
TV Connector – The easy to use streaming device for TV and music

The TV Connector is the plug’n play interface to TV and other audio sources, supporting the direct connectivity to Phonak Audéo B-Direct hearing aids. It’s designed to simplify the setup and usage and offers excellent stereo sound quality using the AirStream™ technology. The TV Connector can stream audio signals over a distance of up to 15 meters to an unlimited amount of listeners connected at the same time.

Feature overview
• Streaming to both hearing aids in stereo sound
• AirStream technology for better sound quality, lowest streaming latency and easier connection method
• “One-click” to connect all compatible hearing aids within range without a gesture on the hearing aid
• Simultaneous streaming to an unlimited amount of users at the same time
• For more discreetness, it can be mounted behind the TV

Compatibility
• The TV Connector is compatible with Phonak Audéo B-Direct only. All other wireless hearing aids are not compatible.

How to use

For videos on how to use and setup the TV Connector, please visit www.phonakpro.com/TVConnector

Technical facts

1 One-click connection button
2 Indicator light (LED)
3 microUSB power plug
4 Audio plug for Toslink (digital optical) or a 3.5mm jack (analog) cable

Small housing size (L: 63 mm x W: 63 mm x H:12 mm)
Phonak Remote – The simplified remote control app

The Phonak Remote is the convenient way to remote control the basic functionality and supporting the direct connectivity to the hearing aids. The app is designed to improve the usability for more convenience when using a remote control. It is an easy control to your hearing aid functions visualized on the smartphone without the need for an intermediate, body-worn device.

Feature overview

- Volume adjustment of the hearing aids for both sides or each side separately
- Program list with direct selection of available hearing aid programs
- Possibility to customize the name of the available hearing aid programs in the app
- Selection of available audio sources connected to the hearing aids
- Easy adjustment of the environmental balance functionality of the hearing aid during a stream from an audio source
- Separate adjustment of the Tinnitus noise volume level, when available on the hearing aid
- Check the average wearing time of the connected hearing aids on the app

For videos on how to use and setup the Phonak Remote app on your phone, please visit www.phonakpro.com/remoteapp

Compatibility

- The Phonak Remote app is compatible with Phonak Audeo B-Direct only. All other wireless hearing aids are not compatible.
- The Phonak Remote app can be used on Apple iPhones with iOS 10.2 or higher and on smartphones with Google Android 6 or higher.

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and iOS are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Android, Google Play, and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
At Phonak, we believe that hearing well is essential to living life to the fullest. For more than 70 years, we have remained true to our mission by developing pioneering hearing solutions that change people’s lives to thrive socially and emotionally. Life is on.

www.phonak.com